Reference advertisement in the Tribune, Dainik, Bhaskar and Hari Bhoomi on 02-8-2009. In continuation of this advertisement, it is informed that the schedule will be as under:-

1. Physical counseling and admission against vacant reserved seats (except AIC & HOGC) on 06-08-2009 (Reporting time: 10.00 A.M.)
2. Internal sliding on 06-08-2009 (Reporting time: 2.30 P.M.)
3. Physical counseling and admission against leftover seats on 07-08-2009 (Reporting time: 10.00 A.M.).

NOTE

Detailed instructions available may be seen on Website [www.mdurohtak.com](http://www.mdurohtak.com). Application form for internal sliding/left over seats can be downloaded from the University website and deposited up to 05-08-2009 (up to 4.00 P.M.). Candidates referred by H.S.C.S. Grievance Committee will be considered for admission up to 05-08-2009 (till 5.00 P.M.).
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